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The hydrolysis of zinc powder was studied in an aerosol to determine if high conversions

are feasible at short residence times and high dispersions. This reaction is the low

temperature hydrogen formation step in a two step zinc/zinc oxide based thermo-chemical

cycle for water splitting using solar energy. Zinc particles with an average size of 158 nm

were reacted with water vapor to form hydrogen and zinc oxide in an aerosol flow tube

reactor at ambient pressure (82 kPa) between 653 and 813 K and a water concentration of

3%. The highest conversion observed in the flow system was about 24% at 813 K and a gas

residence time of �0:6 s. Non-isothermal thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) indicated that

complete conversion of zinc to zinc oxide could be achieved for longer residence times. An

activation energy of 132� 27 kJ=mol was calculated from the TGA experiments using a

model-free isoconversional method. Standard reaction models did not describe the data so

an empirical order of reaction rate law was used instead. Reaction rates in the aerosol flow

reactor were higher than those calculated from the TGA measurements, likely due to lower

mass and heat transfer resistances in the aerosol.

& 2008 International Association for Hydrogen Energy. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights

reserved.
1. Introduction

Hydrogen can be produced by splitting water using thermo-

chemical cycles and solar heat. One promising approach uses

a two-step cycle with the Zn/ZnO redox system [1,2]:

ZnO! Znþ 1
2 O2

ðhigh temperature solar decompositionÞ, (1)

ZnþH2O! ZnOþH2

ðlow temperature water splittingÞ. (2)

The high temperature decomposition of zinc oxide to form

zinc metal and oxygen requires a temperature of about 2073 K

which is feasible with a solar reactor [3–5]. The zinc formed in

situ is initially in the vapor phase and fast quenching of the

product stream has been shown to form a fine zinc powder in
tional Association for Hy
. Funke).
the nanometer size range [5,6]. Other pathways for the high

temperature formation of zinc from zinc oxide include the

reaction with methane [6,7] or carbothermal reduction with

solid carbon sources [8–10]. Both approaches require lower

temperatures than the thermal decomposition of pure zinc

oxide but do not provide a closed cycle since an external

carbon source is necessary.

The zinc metal powder formed in the high temperature step

can then be collected, stored if necessary, and oxidized off-

line with water above 663 K to generate hydrogen and zinc

oxide. The zinc oxide will be recycled in the high temperature

reaction.

The hydrolysis reaction is strongly exothermic

(�110 kJ=mol), but the formation of a protective zinc oxide

layer prevents rapid conversion in bulk samples. For example,

Berman and Epstein reacted molten zinc with steam and
drogen Energy. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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found that zinc oxide crusts formed that slowed further

reaction of the zinc [11]. A more fundamental approach was

used by Weidenkaff et al. who performed the reaction in a

thermogravimetric analyzer (TGA) to obtain kinetics informa-

tion [12]. The authors observed that the oxidation was limited

by the formation of a zinc oxide layer that prevented access of

the water to the unreacted metal in the crucible. Weiss et al.

[13]. found conversions as high as 85% by vaporizing the zinc

metal (DHv ¼ 115 kJ=mol) and quenching the vapor with

steam. Some of the reaction products deposited inside the

reactor during their experiments.

The difficulties of obtaining complete conversion as a result

of protective oxide layers suggests, that the kinetics of the

hydrogen formation can be improved by reacting small

particles at high dispersion in an aerosol. Powders such as

the nanometer-sized material collected from the high tem-

perature zinc oxide decomposition reaction limit the oxide

layer thickness that has to be penetrated by water for

complete conversion. The high heat and mass transfer rates

in an aerosol should further promote fast hydrolysis. Since

the resulting ZnO will remain in the form of small particles, it

can be easily recycled back to the solar high temperature

decomposition first step where fine particles are preferred for

high dispersion to close the cycle.

This study shows on a laboratory scale that hydrogen can

be generated in an aerosol flow reactor by partially hydrolyz-

ing zinc powders at short residence times. Non-isothermal

TGA studies confirm that complete conversion should be

possible at sufficient residence times in larger-scale reactors.

Kinetic parameters were estimated from the TGA results

using single-kinetic rate laws and a model-free isoconver-

sional technique and compared with the results of the aerosol

reaction.
2. Experimental section

2.1. Aerosol flow reactor

The zinc powder aerosol was formed in a commercial

fluidized bed feeder (3400A, TSI Inc., Shoreview, MN) using

nitrogen as an inert carrier at 6 slpm (4.46 mmol/s). In the

feeder, the zinc powder was moved from a reservoir with a

bead chain transport mechanism into a fluidized bed of

100mm sized bronze beads to break zinc agglomerates into

primary particles. The small zinc particles were completely

elutriated into the gas stream without fractionation while the

larger bronze beads remained in the fluidized bed. Steady

state flow rates between 1 and 6 g/h with an accuracy of o10%

were achieved after 20–40 min of equilibration time. The feed

rate of the fluidized bed feeder at different settings for the

bead chain motor was determined prior to the hydrolysis

experiments by mounting a filter assembly on a computerized

scale and connecting it directly with a short line segment to

the feeder. The gas flow rates were controlled with electronic

mass flow controllers (Aera, Advanced Energy, Fort Collins,

CO). Water was supplied with a syringe pump (NE-1000,

New Era Pump Systems, Wantagh, NY), at flow rates from

0 to 30ml=min through a 0.076 mm I.D. line and mixed

with a second nitrogen stream of 1 slpm (0.74 mmol/s) in a
temperature-controlled heated zone maintained above 433 K

to assure complete vaporization.

Both the preheated zinc and water vapor feed streams were

combined at the inlet of a 0:91 m long � 0:019 m I.D. reactor

tube that was heated with electrical heat tape. Temperature

sensors were installed inside the reactor inlet, at three

locations along the external reactor wall and at the feed lines

close to the mixing zone to assure even wall temperatures

throughout the reaction zone. The zinc feed temperature was

limited to o683 K to minimize melting, particle sintering and

deposition of liquid zinc on the feed tube walls. The aerosol

zinc hydrolysis reaction was performed at a total gas flow rate

of 7 slpm (5.21 mmol/s) and reactor wall temperatures be-

tween 653 and 813 K at a pressure of 82 kPa. At reactor

temperatures above the zinc melting point, both axial and

radial temperature gradients in the gas phase were present as

the aerosol was heated. Gas residence times in the heated

reactor zone between 0.6 and 0.75 s were calculated assuming

uniform temperature. These calculations overestimate the

residence time for reactor temperatures above the zinc

melting point by 1–5% since the average gas temperature is

lower due to the temperature profile in the transition region.

A schematic of the experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1.

The zinc powder that passed through the reactor was

collected in a 0:22mm HEPA filter (TefSep, GE-Osmonics,

Watertown, MA) at the reactor outlet, and the water and

hydrogen content of the effluent stream were analyzed with a

mass spectrometer (QMS200, SRS, Sunnyvale, CA). The mass

spectrometer was calibrated with a 1% hydrogen standard in

nitrogen that was diluted with pure nitrogen at different

ratios to obtain concentrations similar to those observed in

the experiments. The water in the effluent stream caused an

elevated but stable hydrogen background in the mass

spectrometer that accounted for o5% of the hydrogen signal

from the reaction and was removed by subtraction.
2.2. TGA

The TGA was manufactured by Theta Instruments, Inc., Port

Washington, NY and was equipped with a high temperature

furnace. Consistent results were obtained by dispersing

�15255 mg of the zinc powder sample on loosely packed

quartz wool that was placed inside a custom crucible with

side walls formed from platinum gauze (52 mesh) with a

diameter 1.5 cm and a height of 1.6 cm. The surface area of

the platinum mesh was calculated to be about 9 cm2 and

10–15 mg of quartz wool with a BET surface area of 0:88 m2=g

was used. This configuration provided easier access of the

water vapor to the sample and also minimized the potential

for formation of hot spots as a result of the exothermic

reaction. The sample thermocouple was mounted in the

center of the furnace tube within 0.5 cm of the sample and

heating rates were between �5 and 13 K/min. Moisture was

added to the purge stream in a heated vaporization zone

using a syringe pump at rates between 4� 10�5 and

3� 10�4 mol=min. Overall flow rates through the sample cell

were 200 sccm (0.15 mmol/s) at a pressure of 82 kPa. The

effluent was analyzed with the same mass spectrometer that

was used for the flow reactor experiments to assure stable
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Fig. 1 – Schematic of the aerosol flow reactor setup.

Table 1 – Trace metal content of zinc powder samples

Trace Concentration Instrument
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moisture concentrations and a leak-free system as well as to

track the hydrogen evolved during the reaction.
element ðmmol=molÞ detection limit

Cu 2221.46 0.0352

Mg 225.58 0.0041

Ni 171.64 0.0339

Ti 122.60 0.0146

Ca 39.23 0.0132

B 4.90 0.0321

Mn 4.90 0.0104

Cd DL 0.0000

Ag DL 0.0018

Al DL 0.0059

Na DL 0.0293
2.3. Product analysis

The oxygen content of the reaction products was determined

with a combustion oxygen analyzer (TC600, LECO Corp.,

St. Joseph, MI). The instrument was calibrated with a range of

standards at similar oxygen concentrations to those found in

the products. The particle morphology and oxygen distribu-

tion were observed with high resolution transmission elec-

tron microscopy (TEM, JSM-7401F, JEOL, Tokyo, Japan)),

scanning electron microscopy (SEM, LVSEM, JEOL, Tokyo,

Japan) and energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS).
2.4. Chemicals

The zinc powder had an average particle size of 158 nm

(Aldrich #57800-2). The trace metal content was determined

by ICP-OES (Table 1). Major impurities were 42000mmol=mol

of copper and 4100mmol=mol of Ni, Mg and Ti.

The air sensitivity of the zinc powder was determined

by exposing a sample to the laboratory atmosphere for

extended time periods and measuring weight changes on a

microbalance and oxidation with the combustion oxygen

analyzer. Within the accuracy of the instruments, no

such changes were detected even after one month. The

inert nature of the powders upon exposure to low humidity

air at ambient temperature is consistent with reported

corrosion rates as low as 0:2mm=yr for zinc surfaces [14–16].

A thin protective oxide layer was likely present from the

manufacturer or from initial air exposure. As an added
precaution, the shipping container was handled only in a

nitrogen-purged glove bag and air was excluded for all sample

transfers.

The oxygen content of the unreacted material was about

1%. The analysis did not provide information whether the

oxygen was evenly distributed throughout the core or was

localized on the particle surface. HR-TEM micrographs did not

show a defined oxide layer (Fig. 2a) but an estimated layer

thickness of �0:2 nm for a 1% surface oxide shell was too

small to be distinguished by the instrument. The surface area

was measured with a gas adsorption analyzer (Autosorb AS1,

Quantachrome Inc., Boynton Beach, FL) and corresponded

to an average particle size that was consistent with the

manufacturer specs. SEM images indicated that particle sizes

ranged from �502250 (Fig. 2b).
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Fig. 2 – Images of nano-sized zinc powder: (a) TEM and (b) SEM.
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Fig. 3 – Hydrolysis of 54.9 mg nano-sized zinc powder at a

heating rate of 11.9 K/min and a water concentration of

1.5 vol% in the TGA—sample dispersed on quartz wool in

wire mesh crucible.
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at a heating rate of 11.9 K/min.
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3. Results and discussion

3.1. TGA studies

The hydrolysis of the zinc powder in a TGA provided insight

into the intrinsic reaction kinetics under controlled operating

conditions. All measurements were performed in the non-

isothermal mode where water was added to the purge stream

and a heating ramp was initiated after water concentrations

were stabilized. Since the reaction is first observed below

550 K, a significant fraction of the particles was oxidized as

the melting point of 713 K was approached and coalescence

was not observed at higher temperatures. A typical result

obtained with a dispersed sample of 54.9 mg zinc powder at a

heating rate of 11.9 K/min and a water concentration of

1.5 vol% is shown in Fig. 3. The derivative signal shows a

single peak, consistent with an activated reaction where the

conversion rate first increases with temperature and then

drops as the reactant is depleted. The sample mass did not

have any significant effect on the overall kinetics as shown in

Fig. 4 where two samples of 14.8 and 54.9 mg are compared

with an R2
¼ 0:9948. The signal noise was larger for the

smaller sample as the detection limit of the instrument was

approached but dispersion of more than about 30 mg on the

quartz wool support was difficult due to a lack of adhesion of

the zinc particles and average sample sizes were between 20

and 30 mg. The benefits of small samples include improved

heat dissipation and minimized diffusion boundaries.

Water concentrations below about 0.4 vol% caused distor-

tions of the sigmoidal conversion curves as a result of limited

water availability but above about 0.7 vol% no effect of the

water concentration was found. Measurements were there-

fore carried out at 1.5 vol%. Higher concentrations were not

possible due to cooling jackets of the high temperature

furnace that would have caused condensation at the furnace

inlet. The water feed of 1:6� 10�4 mol=min at sample sizes of

�324� 10�4 mol zinc assured sufficient water availability.

3.2. Kinetic analysis

TGA data were analyzed using two different approaches.

3.2.1. Single-step kinetics
The experimental data were fitted to a single-step kinetic

equation that decouples the Arrhenius-type activated process
and a model-dependent depletion term f ðaÞ where a is the

fractional conversion [17]:

da
dt
¼ b

da
dT
¼ A0e�EA=RTf ðaÞ. (3)

b is the heating rate:

b ¼
dT
dt

. (4)
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Fig. 5 shows the comparison of the measurements in Fig. 3

with Eq. (3) using different functions f ðaÞ for the reaction

model. The model parameters were determined by regres-

sion. The TGA signal was best described by an order of

reaction term with an activation energy of 112 kJ/mol for an

empirical fit: f ðaÞ ¼ ð1� aÞnðn�1:6; R2
¼ 0:996Þ. Also shown are

three other reaction models using the same activation energy

for better comparison. Adjusting the activation energy did not

improve the model predictions, likely because of compensa-

tion effects where A0 and Ea appear to be correlated [18]. The

more likely shrinking core model [19] where a growing porous

or non-porous ash layer of zinc oxide forms around an

unreacted metal core and diffusion limitations of water or

zinc ions are considered ðf ðaÞ ¼ 3ð1� aÞ2=3 þ 2ð1� aÞÞ did not fit

the data as well ðR2
¼ 0:901Þ. An exponential model ðf ðaÞ ¼ 1�

an ðn�0:4; R2
¼ 0:928Þ, and a contracting sphere model f ðaÞ ¼

3ð1� aÞ2=3 ðR2
¼ 0:755Þ also did not match the experimental

results.

The single-step kinetic models were derived under the

assumption of uniform particle sizes and are therefore not

expected to be accurate for the wide size distribution in the

samples used for this study. Also, changes in reaction

mechanisms from faster surface reactions in the early stage

of conversion to a diffusion-limited process is likely but is not

accounted for by this method. In addition, the hydrolysis

reaction is strongly exothermic and localized hot spots

cannot be ruled out even though care was taken to optimize

heat dissipation by dispersing the sample on quartz wool and

locating the temperature sensor close to the sample.

Since the calculated activation energies can be a strong

function of f ðaÞ20 and the best fits were obtained with an

empirical reaction model that did not provide any insight into

the reaction mechanism, the physical significance of the

activation energies calculated by the single-kinetics model

was doubtful. Therefore, a model-free approach was applied

to determine activation energies that are independent of the

model assumptions.
3.2.2. Model-free isoconversional method at different
heating rates
The isoconversional method has been shown to provide

activation energies without the need for a reaction model [20].

An integrated form of Eq. (3) is used that is independent

of f ðaÞ:

gðaÞ �
Z a

0

da
f ðaÞ
¼

A
b

Z Ta

0
e�E=RT dT ¼

AIðE;TÞ
b

, (5)

IðE;TÞ is the temperature integral. Since the integral over 1=f ðaÞ
and therefore gðaÞ does not change with b, a set of experi-

ments at different heating rates can be used to calculate

activation energies as a function of conversion. At a given

conversion, it follows with different heating rates bIði ¼

1; . . .nÞ that

gðaÞ ¼
AaIðEa;Ta;1Þ

b1
¼

AaIðEa;Ta;2Þ

b2
¼ � � � � ¼

AaIðEa;Ta;nÞ

bn
. (6)

The activation energy at a does not depend on f ðaÞ and can

then be determined by minimizing the following variance:

S2
ðEaÞ ¼

1
nðn� 1Þ

Xn

i¼1

Xn

jai

AaIðEa;Ta;iÞ=bi

AaIðEa;Ta;jÞ=bj
� 1

" #2

. (7)

The confidence limits for Ea can be calculated from the

confidence limits of the variance at the optimum value of the

activation energy using the F-distribution [20]. The tempera-

ture integrals were obtained by numerical integration.

Fig. 6 shows measurements at heating rates of 5.3, 9 and

12.3 K/min. Activation energies showed a minimum of about

106 kJ/mol at 60–70% conversion and increased at higher and

lower conversions with an average of 132� 27 kJ=mol between

30 and 70% conversion (Fig. 7). The 90% confidence intervals

show high levels of uncertainty at high and low conversions

due to the instrument fluctuations that are more influential

during the initial and final stages of the measurements where

mass changes are small.
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The pre-exponential factor can then be determined by

regression, again requiring the use of a reaction model. With

the previously determined empirical best fit f ðaÞ ¼ ð1� aÞn,

A0 ¼ 5:6� 109
� 0:3� 109 min�1 for the measurements shown

in Fig. 6 with n ¼ 1:73.

Activation energies in the range of 110–130 kJ/mol for zinc

hydrolysis are higher than previously reported for zinc foils

[15] and molten zinc [11] but consistent with the oxidation of

zinc by oxygen [21,22]. Both the diffusion of O2�and Zn2þ ions

have been discussed as the limiting factor and oxidation by

water might be similar if the surface adsorption and

dissociation is fast compared to the bulk diffusion of either

zinc or oxygen ions. In addition, trace contaminants have

been shown to strongly affect oxidation and diffusion

behavior [23]. High activation energies compared to previous

studies with water might therefore be due to differences in

the powder composition [12] since the zinc used in this study

contained about 42000mmol=mol copper and 4100mmol=mol

of Mg, Ni and Ti.

The results of the TGA measurements confirm that

complete conversion of nano-sized zinc particles to zinc

oxide by water vapor is possible within a few minutes at

temperatures above 650 K. Even though conclusions that

could be drawn about the mechanism of this reaction were

limited, average model-independent activation energies of

�132 kJ=mol were derived from the measurements at differ-

ent heating rates.

3.3. Flow tube reactor

The flow measurements confirm that fast reaction is possible

with a zinc powder aerosol. Even though the temperature of

the aerosol pre-heater line was limited to the melting point of

zinc to prevent deposition, coalescence and increased particle

sizes, final reaction temperatures in the reactor that exceeded

this limit were possible since a protective oxide layer was

rapidly formed at the inlet upon mixing with water vapor.

The mass spectrometer response for a typical experiment

at �723 K is shown in Fig. 8. As the zinc powder is added

to the gas stream at a rate of 5:1� 10�4 mol=min by turning

the feeding mechanism of the fluidized bed feeder on,
a corresponding increase in the hydrogen signal is observed.

An equilibration time of �30240 min that is similar to the

time for the particle feeder to stabilize was observed before

the hydrogen reached steady state. The hydrogen concentra-

tion of �450 ppm at 7 slpm (5.21 mmol/s) N2 flow corresponds

to �1:4� 10�4 mol=min hydrogen formation or �27% conver-

sion based on the zinc feed. This conversion overestimates

the true reaction rate of the particles that remain suspended

in the gas phase since accumulating particles on the reactor

wall will continue to hydrolyze with the excess water under

hydrogen release until complete conversion and add to the

overall hydrogen signal. The water concentration trace shows

a drop that is consistent with the observed hydrogen levels

within the scatter of the reading as predicted by the

stoichiometry of the reaction.

The HEPA particle filter at the reactor outlet was placed on a

scale to track the mass of the collected particles on-line,

which provided a qualitative measure of the progress of the

experiment. Since it has been shown that even unreacted

particles were protected by their native oxide layer, no further

reaction was assumed in the filter that was at ambient

temperature. However, quantitative material balances were

not possible as a result of particle deposition inside the feed

lines and reactor walls during the experiment. Comparing the

mass gain of the filter when connected directly to the outlet of

the particle feeder with the measurements where the reactor

was in-line indicated that the particle deposition was 10–30%

of the overall feed rate. Even though powder accumulation is

a challenge for small laboratory reactors, loosely adhering

particle layers could be removed mechanically in a scaled-up

system and the thickness of such buildup will be limited by

weak adhesion forces.

The reacted particles in the filter were darker in color than

the light-gray precursor, likely a sign of partial oxidation.

Average particle size was similar to that of unreacted powder.

Cross-sectional TEM images of the product particles com-

bined with EDS revealed the formation of a zinc oxide layer

surrounding a zinc metal core (Fig. 9). The material in the

filter was assumed to be representative of the material that

flowed through the reaction zone for the duration of the
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calculated gas residence time. Combustion oxygen analysis

was then used to calculate overall conversions. The samples

collected in the filter for the experiment in Fig. 8 showed only

11% conversion compared to a calculated conversion of 27%

based on evolved hydrogen that included the hydrogen

evolution from particles accumulated on the reactor walls.

Samples collected from the reactor walls after the experi-

ments were completely oxidized as expected after several

hours of water vapor exposure at reaction temperature.

Overall conversions in the flow reactor determined from the

product oxygen content increase with increasing temperature

(Fig. 10). The dashed line in Fig. 10 shows conversions

calculated from the TGA parameters by integrating Eq. (3) at

similar residence times and reaction temperatures to the flow

experiments. The predicted conversions at lower tempera-

tures are much lower than the measured values, but the

discrepancy decreases as the temperature rises. At the

highest temperature with a residence time of �0:6 s,

the conversions for the flow experiments were similar to

the modeling results. The TGA kinetics predicts that 95% of

the zinc could be oxidized in about 2 s at 813 K or o1 min at

683 K. Such extrapolation is obviously of limited accuracy as a

result of the discussed uncertainty of the models but could

provide a rough estimate for the range of residence times that

are likely required for high conversions.
Improved mass and heat transfer for the finely dispersed

and diluted aerosol particles as compared to the suspended

particles in the TGA are likely explanations for the higher

conversions in the flow experiments at lower temperatures.

Also, since a significant fraction of the particles in the flow

reactor is oxidized in less than 1 s, the heat of reaction

released during this rapid conversion could result in in-

creased particle temperatures. Localized heating of the

particles could not be detected with the experimental setup.

Based on the feed flow rates and measured conversion in the

reactor, an average temperature increase o5 �C due to the

heat of reaction was calculated for a wall temperature of

813 K. Rapid heating might also cause cracking of the zinc

oxide layer that forms during the reaction and improve access

to the unreacted zinc core. In the TGA experiments, heating

rates are much slower and increased heating of the particles

as a result of rapid conversion is less likely. Even though a

more quantitative understanding of the inter- and intra-

particle transport resistances, intrinsic kinetic rate laws, and

the influence of the reactor design is desirable, this first-pass

study supports the assumption that the kinetics of the zinc

hydrolysis can be enhanced in an aerosol reactor.
4. Conclusions

The combination of aerosol flow reactor measurements and

the kinetic analysis of TGA data provided the opportunity to

compare the performance of a bench scale system for

continuous hydrogen formation by zinc powder aerosol

hydrolysis with independently measured empirical kinetic

rate laws. The aerosol flow system showed higher conver-

sions than predicted from the TGA kinetics which is likely due

to increased mass and heat transfer. The TGA results verified

that complete conversion is possible for sub-micron-sized

particles, but in a flow reactor, longer residence times than

those of the bench system and measures to prevent buildup

will be required.
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